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are still striving to keep up with
the demands of print, as you
have probably seen from our
previous Newsletters we at Fine
Print are growing from strength
to strength and in doing so have
just invested in another piece of
technology.
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The future in our hands

Printing to the best of our ability, whilst maintaining the
effects on our immediate and global environment.
With our constant focus to achieve a complete environmentally friendly
printing process, Fine Print have entered a new revolution.
With the recent investment in a Chemical Free Digital Thermal Platemaking

platemaking system. The
system, which will be installed during the month of January. This state of
•platemaking
Design system will enable us to
the art technology will help our internal workflow and effectively improve
be far more environmentally friendly
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our efficiency as well as reducing the effect on our environment.
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able to offer you a choice of full colour hard copies, or high resolution
also be a very good addition.
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print ready PDFs in order to sign off your printing.
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help the environment in as many
ways as possible, so if you would like
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do your little bit,
why not enquire
about our recycled papers that we
•now
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use for many
of our customers.
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On that note I would like on behalf
•ofBrochures
everybody at Fine Print to thank
you for all your custom throughout
yearUp
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have a very happy
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Pop
Christmas.

Many of the animals featured in our 2009
calendar starred in the recent BBC TV series,
Big Cat Live.
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See overleaf for more details.

0161 484 2244

Photography as always, taken by the
creative eye of Jack Tilley.
This limited edition calendar, is presented
as a thank you to all our existing customers,
with our compliments. If you have not
received your complimentary copy of our
calendar, please do not hesitate to contact
us today.
Copyright © 2008 Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd

Carbon Neutral Papers now available
The newest trend in eco-paper
carbon emissions, helps
Congratulations
to Julia production,
Pennie ofoffsetting
NCC Education
to reduce the introduction of CO2 into our atmosphere even further than using
renewable energy sources such as wind power.

Julia entered our ‘sweet wrapper’ competition and won!

It appears the tower of chocolate that Julia, seen here, was presented
with didn’t last very long once opened. It was shared around the office!

Look for our new website due to be launched in January 2008!

www.fineprint-stockport.co.uk

Thank you to all participating entrants of our competitions to date.

www.fineprint-stockport.co.uk

info@fineprint-stockport.co.uk
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Case Study: Simon Myers

Football
The Early Years
Many years ago I had wrote the first ever book on the
history of Stockport County Football Club, which I published
myself - at the age of only 18! Having spare time now,
especially in the winter months, I looked at the possibility
of writing another book on football. My initial idea was
to feature a publication just on the Cheshire clubs which
play in the Football League and a few of the other smaller
clubs, starting with a few pages about the general history
of the game.
The research for the book meant trips to libraries, football
Billy Meredith
clubs, the National Football Museum at Preston etc. An
important area for the early development of the game was Sheffield, I had several
trips to the City and made contacts at these small clubs which are still in existence along the way I have met many interesting and also very helpful people.
Once I had finished the writing, the next stage was to find
a good selection of photos, so important to any football
book! Again I had a good start with old books at home,
but bought some from agencies, very old pictures kindly
given by the National Football Museum and one taken
by myself of the oldest football ground in the world at
Hallam, Sheffield. The 1909 cover picture of Manchester
United was spotted by myself, would you believe on the
wall of the gents toilet at the Northwich Salt Museum!
Next I had to find somewhere for the artwork and printing
and looked through Yellow Pages. I am a great believer
in giving work to local companies and found that Fine
Print could not only handle the printing at an acceptable price but also had their
own in house design studio - I thought this was ideal for both parts of the work to
be completed together rather than a separate studio. I was very impressed with the
design for the front and back covers and also the general layout for the inside pages,
so important to have a football book which stands out from all the others!
Youden Cup

The printing of 2,000 copies was completed in excellent time. When the book was
printed I sent a copy to W.H. Smith, glad I did as I soon had a reply from their London
office responsible for Airports and Railway Stations
wanting 4,000 copies. Smith’s asked if I was interested
in them selling at their High Street shops as well, the
buyer involved also liked my book and wanted a
further 5,000 copies! The first 1728 books will go to
Smith’s distribution depot at Birmingham this week,
followed by a reprint of 7,000. At this time of year,
The Early Year
s
all retailers are very interested in Xmas sales!
Simon Meyers
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SIMON MYERS

I have an idea to do another book which would be
of a more local nature, but featuring the early years
of all sports, not just football to broaden its appeal.
I wouldn’t hesitate to use Fine Print again, both for
design and print.

Suitable for exhibitions, conferences or
simply your reception area.

) 0161 484 2244
Our Design Team
Putting a face to the name...

Jo
Dave
Introducing David Ayre and Joanne
Riding who head up our design team
here at Fine Print.
Dave our studio manager, ensures the
effective workflow of our reprographic
and design department.
Jo, benefits from a degree in graphic
design and specialises in putting her
flair into any new design projects that
come our way.

£12.00

ISBN: 978-0-9
560067-0-7

Simon Myers
7th September 2008

Call today, for a copy of our Fine Print
brochure. This highlights our latest
range of colour impact display systems
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FOOTBALL

Importance of

Large format printing

Book by Simon

Myers

Dave is a big Stockport County fan and
Jo zooms around the country in her
Classic Mini Cooper!

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
...from Fine Print
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Cheetah Loxodonta africana
A lightly built big cat with long, comparatively thin legs and small feet, having a tawny coat with solid small spots, white
underparts, typical tear stains and a clack and white ringed outer tail.

FROM

They are still widespread in savanna and arid zones, but have a very small gene pool. Cheetahs are specialised in hunting
Gazelles and Springbok, but also take other prey. They try to get within 50 meters of prey, needing cover to hide, and then start to
sprint with a speed of up to 100 km/h, but will only chase their prey for about 300 meters.
Females have very big home ranges and live solitary, while 1-3 mailes keep an exclusive territory, defending it against male
intruders.
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All photographs are copyrighted to Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd
and can be purchased separately upon request.

Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd Unit 6F, Lowick Close, Newby Road Industrial Estate, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5ED
Telephone: 0161 484 2244 Facsimile: 0161 484 2255 Email: info@fineprint-stockport.co.uk Website: www.fineprint-stockport.co.uk

Designed & Printed by Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd
Photography by Jack Tilley

2009 Wall Calendars
420 x 297mm (A3)

2009 CD Calendars
118mm square
These calendars comprise of 12 individual monthly
sheets housed in a plastic case. Printed single sided
on 300gsm gloss card. Envelopes are available at
an additional cost.
Qty x 500.......................................... £1.63 each
Qty x 1000........................................ £1.33 each

These calendars comprise of 12 individual monthly
sheets wiro bound together along the long edge.
Included is a gloss laminated cover printed on
250gsm whilst the inners are printed onto 150gsm.
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

x
x
x
x

100........................................ £14.60
250.......................................... £6.99
500.......................................... £3.60
1000........................................ £2.40

each
each
each
each

Things to do...

Fine Print Newsletter

For all your print and marketing requirements call

) 0161 484 2244

FROM
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Fine Print have invested in the latest technology. A chemical free digital
platemaking system which will enable us to be far more environmentally
friendly and also chemical free.

£0.90
each

£1.80
each

With this equipment we are hoping to help the environment in as many
ways as possible, so why not join us and enquire about our range of
recycled papers that we now use for many of our customers. We also have
a range of Carbon Neutral papers which aims to reduce the introduction
of CO2 into our atmosphere.

Unit 6F / Lowick Close / Newby Road Ind. Est. / Hazel Grove / Stockport / SK7 5ED
Tel: 0161 484 2244 / www.fineprint-stockport.co.uk

WE’VE GONE GREEN

Size shown is an A3 example

Desk Pads
420 x 297mm (A3)
Desk pads are available in various sizes and are
printed full colour, single sided onto 100gsm bond.
They are gum bound into pads of 40’s complete
with a card backing.
Qty x 500..........................................£2.40 each
Qty x 1000........................................ £1.80 each

Christmas Cards
Various sizes
We have a large variety of Christmas Card designs
available. A5 4 page printed onto 350gsm gloss,
full colour both sides. Includes C5 white wallet
envelope. Enquire for more information.
Qty x 250......................................£225.00 each
Qty x 500......................................£250.00 each
Qty x 1000....................................£290.00 each

WIN 2 FREE TICKETS TO SEE MANCHESTER UNITED

A

‘SPOT THE BALL’
IT’S COMPETITION TIME
Win 2 Tickets to see
Manchester United
Simply select a grid reference of
where you think the ball is!
Winning answers will be entered
into a prize draw (made January
2009) to find the lucky winner who
will be presented with two tickets
for MUFC to be used during the
month of February 2009!
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Simply fill in your details below along with the correct answer and fax it back to
for a chance to win two Manchester United Football Club Tickets!

0161 484 2255
recycled paper

Name

Telephone

Company

Email

Address

Answer:

(One guess only per entry please!)

Fine Print, Unit 6F, Lowick Close, Newby Close Industrial Estate, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5ED Tel: 0161 484 2244

